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Village school located on the 

Flintshire/Wrexham border.

208 pupils 

One form entry

About us 

@AbermordduCP



Due to our school entering 

Special Measures in 2019, 

Foundation Phase improved 

indoor and outdoor provision 

areas with support from Anna 

Hughes, GwE.

The Beginning…







Woodwork Opportunity

Anna Hughes, GwE offered us the opportunity to take part in 

this Woodwork Project and of course we said yes please! 

Our significant improvements to our provision for Foundation 

Phase pupils were recognised in our first Estyn monitoring 

visit…

‘Teachers provide a suitable balance between adult led tasks and opportunities for 

pupils to work and play independently or in small groups. This includes a renewed 

focus on ensuring that the continuous provision is stimulating both indoors and 

outdoors’.





We felt the Woodwork project would give learners 

the opportunity to develop these attributes…



Woodwork 

Training 



Estyn Inspection 

February 2022



Covid hit our FP 

Department 

March-April 2022



Contacting local companies…

Staff helped by contacting 

family/friends to source soft 

wood for our project.

The search for a constant 

supply of soft wood continues…



Woodwork Area - Where? 

Open Area?

Outdoors?

In our shed?

In class?
In Year 1’s creative area?



-Accessible to all Foundation 

Phase children.

-Close access to a locked 

store cupboard.

Best Place for our Woodwork 

Provision is the Open Area…



Preparing our Woodwork area…

Children were involved in 

preparing signs and 

labels for our Woodwork 

provision area.



Preparing our Woodwork area…



Preparing our Woodwork area…

Using Seesaw to involve parents and children to help us gather 

more loose parts…



Staff Meeting…

-Shared the Top 20 

Woodworking tips.

-Familiarisation with the tools 

and equipment.

-Discussed our vision for 

Woodworking provision at 

Abermorddu C.P School.



Risk Assessment…

*Shared with all staff to ensure safety first! 



Letter to Parents 



-Jensen is a quiet young boy who often lacks confidence. 

-He is  a  creative learner who enjoys making models and producing art 

work.

-Jensen has poor fine manipulation skills and has continually worked 

hard to develop this through a variety of media.

-We felt the woodwork project would benefit Jensen hugely in terms of 

his creativity, physical skills and well-being.

Case Study 



Stage 1 - Introducing the 

hammer

Introducing tools and provision to 

Year 2 children…



Stage 1 - Introducing the 

screwdriver

Introducing tools and provision to 

Year 2 children…



Stage 1 - Introducing the 

hand drill

Introducing tools and provision to 

Year 2 children…



Case Study 
Jensen was very excited to start working in the Woodwork area and listened 

eagerly to the initial instructions about how to use the tools. He was keen to 

start and we introduced the hammer first.

Jensen commented on how heavy the hammer felt and was careful to hold the 

nail in place and begin tapping the nail gently. Jensen demonstrated good hand 

eye coordination but had a weak grip when holding the hammer.

He struggled when applying more force to hammer the nail into the wood 

straight and so it kept slipping.

The following session after further practise Jensen ensured he tapped the nail 

in firmly to secure it before he let go and was able to tap the nail in straight. 

On Day 3 we introduced the drill and the screwdriver. Jensen found this 

particularly challenging as again he was struggling to apply pressure whilst 

turning the screwdriver and so the screw wouldn’t go into the wood. He also 

struggled with handling the drill. 

Next Steps

Over the next few sessions we will continue to practice using the screwdriver 

and drill to develop Jensen’s fine motor skills and aim to improve the strength 

in his grip. We will introduce the Japanese saw and start building and creating 

models.

Already Jensen is showing more confidence when working and loves 

hammering!



Woodwork Creations 



Woodwork Creations 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nNlkob4j-9LBhoJPaVssYFdxURimYyuh/view


Woodwork and the 

New Curriculum 





We have used Taith 360 to create a 

plan for the Woodwork Project. 

Woodwork links to all AOLE’s! 



1.Set up a woodwork 

provision area in Key Stage 2 

as part of Year 2’s transition. 

2. Introduce woodwork to 

other Foundation Phase 

classes. 

Our Next Steps…




